RUBBER PAD FORMING
HIGH END DESIGN IN SMALL SERIES
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INTRO
We realise high-end designs for machines and
devices and reduce the Total Cost of Ownership.
We are literally located in the heart of the Brainport region. Phoenix 3D Metaal is a specialist in sheet metal
work. But just a little bit different or better said: more. We use a technique that has its origins in the aviation industry and today results in unprecedented progress for renowned companies and brands: rubber pad
forming. In other words, the 3D shaping of sheet material. Within the technology, the inseparable trinity
(design, functionality and cost) is always central. We are active in a wide range of industries and sectors,
both at home and abroad.

Fĳenhof 6 | 5652 AE Eindhoven | +31 (0)40 25 32 944 | info@phoenix3dmetaal.com | MORE INFO AT PHOENIX3DMETAAL.COM
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Established
Established in
Company structure
Management Board
Number of FTEs
Operating area
Certiﬁcation
Core business
Focus

•
•

Machine park
Website

1960
Eindhoven
Limited Company
Bernard van der Poel and Jan-Willem van Hooft
50
Worldwide
ISO9001:2015
Rubber pad forming
Machine and equipment construction, with a repetitive character between
200 and 5.000 'pieces' per year
24/7
www.phoenix3dmetaal.com
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RUBBER PAD FORMING / HOW DOES IT WORK?
The name says it all; we use a rubber cushion to shape metal. A technique that we -as the only ones in
the Netherlands- have perfected over the past decades. Below are a few highlights that we go through
together with the customer. Curious about the complete story? Then watch our animation ﬁlm via the
orange button (bottom right).

Let's get to know each other! Then we focus on
the issue.

Through simulation, we arrive at a perfect product
design that meets all your and our requirements.

On with the development of the tool. A mould from
one part. The result is a limited investment and a
short time-to-market.

F.O.T. (ﬁrst out of tool): the conﬁrmation that both
the process and the product meet expectations.

State-of-the-art machinery. Virtually all secondary
processing is carried out in-house.

Products are fully measured by us with a 3D
measuring arm.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJtJbsAobXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJtJbsAobXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJtJbsAobXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJtJbsAobXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJtJbsAobXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJtJbsAobXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJtJbsAobXk
A measurement report as a hammer piece. After
approval, we start production!

Series ready. With focus on design, functionality
and costs! Dispatch / transport to the customer.

RUBBER PAD FORMING / THE TRINITY
The rubber pad forming technology is particularly versatile. This refers to the inseparable trinity within the
technology: design, functionality and cost. When customers come to us with their product, one of these
three topics is often extremely important to them. The rubber pad forming technique makes it possible to
include the other two topics. The customer's starting point is sacred, but we always supplement it with
additional beneﬁts in the form of design, functionality and costs. In this way, we create enormous added
value in advance. In order to get the most out of the rubber pad forming process, consultation and cooperation with the customer from the earliest stages is very important.
Because the rubber pad forming press technique makes it possible to use 'design' sheet metal in small
series, the trick is not to lose sight of functionality and costs. Rest assured, leave that to us!
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ADVANTAGES / DISADVANTAGES OF RUBBER PAD FORMING
Advantages

EXTREMELY SUITABLE FOR SMALL SERIES THANKS TO LOW INVESTMENT IN TOOLS
TOOLING COSTS ARE LOW, 5 TO 10% OF DEEP DRAWING DIES
SINGLE TOOLS, TIME TO MARKET IS SHORT
HIGH-TECH LOOK THAT DOES JUSTICE TO YOUR HIGH-TECH PRODUCT
OPTIMAL FLOW THROUGH ROUND SHAPES
NOT BOUND TO SHEET THICKNESS
NO SURFACE DAMAGE
IT IS OFTEN POSSIBLE TO REPLACE CONVENTIONAL PROCESSES SUCH AS BENDING, WELDING AND FINISHING WITH
RUBBER PAD FORMING
SIMPLE INTEGRATION OF FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES SUCH AS LIGHT WEIGHT, STIFFNESS, EASE OF CLEANING,
FLOW AND DESIGN

Disadvantages

TOO COSTLY FOR VERY LARGE QUANTITIES DUE TO HIGHER VARIABLE COSTS THAN FOR DEEP DRAWING
MAXIMUM SHEET THICKNESS APPROX. 4 MM (SHAPE DEPENDENT)
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MACHINERY & TECHNIQUES

ENGINEERING

LASER CUTTING 2D

LASER CUTTING 3D

SIDE DEPARTMENT 2D

In this department, we have a 3kW 3D
ﬁbre laser, with 2 independent stations
for extra output.

This department has 5 CNC press
brakes (80 to 320 tonnes and 1.27m to
4.0m) and 1 fully automatic cell with a
6-axis robot and CNC press brake (125
tonnes). In addition, we perform
various other operations in this
department, including: rolling, cutting,
pressing and drilling.

PD & S

QUALITY & IMPROVEMENT

In the engineering department, tools
and processes are developed. In
addition, they provide the simulation of
press processes and support the PD & S
department
and
the
production
department with complex issues.

In the Production Development &
Support
department,
processes
conceived
by
the
Engineering
department are worked out in practice.
They also support the production
department, create work instructions
and
prepare
and
implement
investments.

In this department, we have a 4kW
ﬁbre laser with a fully automatic plate
warehouse
and
fully
automatic
product take-out and stacking. The
machine runs unattended at night and
on weekends.

Because we want to be sure that our
promised headstart actually is a
headstart, products are fully measured
in the Quality Department. Samples
are also taken on a daily basis and
continuous attention is paid to process
improvement.

RUBBER PRESSES

The heart of our company. After all,
rubber pad forming is in our DNA. We
have two 3,500-tonne rubber presses
and one 8,000-tonne rubber press.
Absolute powerhouses, with high-end
controls.

WELDING DEPARTMENT

In our welding department, we have 8
workstations where Mig/Mag as well as
Tig welding is performed. All of this is
equipped
with
modern
welding
sources. We also have 2 welding robots
on track with manipulators and various
spot and stud welding machines.

LOGISTICS

We have a warehouse of 2,000 m2 with
a large variety of plate material, press
moulds, laser ﬁxtures, laser moulds
and ﬁnished products in stock. In
addition to managing this, the
department takes care of the internal
logistics and all inbound and outbound
activities.
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Q&A
Is rubber pad forming new?
No, the technology is already almost a century old. What is 'new'? Phoenix 3D Metaal has perfected the
technique and thus ﬁlled the gap between conventional machining and standard deep drawing with
(expensive) hardtooling.
Is rubber pad forming more expensive than conventional machining?
We use a single mould (so no top tool), which results in a low investment. For a few pieces, this is more
expensive and the conventional method - which requires no investment - is better. If, for example, 200 or
more pieces are to be produced per year, rubber pad forming is often considerably cheaper.
What is the lead time of a project?
Depending on the product and the post-processing, we apply the following rule of thumb: after approx. 6
weeks, you will receive the FOT (First Out of Tool) for approval. This is possible so quickly because the
mould is simple in design and can therefore be made within a few weeks.
Are the pressed products post-processed?
Yes, the edges are almost always cut away with a 3D laser cutting machine, after which any desired hole
pattern is applied extremely accurately. After that, products can be welded, powder coated and galvanised, among other things. We will be happy to take care of these processes for you as well.
How do you determine the manufacturability of a product?
We have years of experience with the rubber pressing process and therefore know very well what is and
what is not possible. We also simulate the pressing process with special software. In this way, we can
accurately chart and determine whether the design is manufacturable and what - often small - adjustments are needed to make the product perfectly manufacturable.
What materials can you use for rubber pad forming?
Steel, stainless steel, copper, aluminium, etc. Naturally, each material has its own speciﬁc deformability
properties. So different shapes are possible with different materials. We always advise you on the best
option. Even if you already have a material in mind.
From which series size is rubber pad forming interesting?
This is different for each product. As a guideline, we often say "between 200 and 5,000 pieces per year".
But we also make products with 100 or 10,000 pieces per year.
What other techniques do you have?
Almost all sheet-metal working techniques: 2D laser cutting, 3D laser cutting, bending, rolling, ﬂanging,
welding, stud welding, drilling, tapping, gluing, assembly, etc. And when it comes to larger series, we have
various robots ready at the welding shop and the press brakes! We often also provide the application of
coatings. For example: powder coating, wet painting, KTL, galvanising, nickel plating, etc.
Can you help design a product?
Gladly! Our Engineers are ready for you! Ultimately, this leads to the most beautiful, functional, best
manufacturable and - not unimportantly - cheapest product!
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CUSTOMER CASE
MOKUMONO BICYCLES

REQUEST

Bob and Tom came to Phoenix 3D Metaal with a starting point that was as concrete as it was clear: we
believe in local production, because in that way we reduce (unnecessary) polluting transport movements.
Better for the environment, better for nature. At Mokumono, we have designed a (bicycle) frame out of
sheet metal and now we are looking for a producer who can advise and support us in making it. More
concretely: can you convert 'our design' into a technically feasible product that we can market well, at a
price that is in line with the market?

OUR ADVICE

By applying the FMEA model, we improved the 'critical' points in Mokumono's design - from the point of
view of our production process. Minimal adjustments and some small details result in a stable production
process and a positive effect on the quality and ﬁnal cost price. In addition, we work with local and small
jigs during the second press run. This keeps tooling costs low.

ADVANTAGE

An outstanding example of how the trinity of our rubber pressing technology (design, functionality and
cost) excels. Everything comes together in the Mokumono bicycle. No concessions in functionality, and all
at a competitive price. It is beautiful, if we do say so ourselves and many people with us (see the reviews
online). The Netherlands as a bicycle country has a new treasure!

OUR TEAM IS READY FOR YOU
CONTACT +31 (0)40 25 32 944
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CUSTOMER CASE
DUOTANK

REQUEST

We are looking for a supplier who can offer us an alternative for the production of our beer tanks in small
series. This involves the lid and the bottom. In the lid, an oval shape has to be made which gives access
to the tank. We need both the bottom and the lid in different sizes and materials, such as stainless steel
and copper.

OUR ADVICE

By placing several sizes (600 mm and 700 mm diameter) in one mould, fewer tools are needed and two
products can be produced at the same time with one press step. Use an insert per ‘cavity’ in the mould.
In this way, both the bottom and the lid (oval manhole) can be produced per cavity.

ADVANTAGE

Few tools and low tooling costs. With 1 mould, we can press all desired dimensions and versions. Also, we
produce small series and various materials following the customer’s wishes. And as the icing on the cake,
there are no drag marks (damage) because we use the rubber pad forming technique.

OUR TEAM IS READY FOR YOU
CONTACT +31 (0)40 25 32 944
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CUSTOMER STORIES

BEVE
BEVEILIGINGSPOORTJE.
BOOM EDAM.

"PHOENIX 3D METAL IS A TEXTBOOK EXAMPLE OF
TRUE PARTNERSHIP FOR US."
- Frank Hoonakker / Manager Purchasing / Boon Edam -

Boon Edam, Phoenix 3D Metal and the
rubber press technique. A trinity that
cannot be pinpointed. At Boon Edam, they
are satisﬁed with a supplier who primarily
fulﬁlls the customer's wishes to all
satisfaction and secondarily meets all
kinds of ﬁne and especially desirable
preconditions. “Phoenix 3D Metal drew us
away from working with ﬁxed shapes. With
the rubber press technique they take
sheet metal working to a completely
different level, where the possibilities are
endless and the end result stands for a
unique and high-end design. So, we get a
head start on the competition.”

SEMI-FINISHED
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CUSTOMER STORIES

CABINE MOBILE
TOWER CRANE.

"THEY PROVIDE WELL-FOUNDED ADVICE, RESULTING IN A
COST-EFFICIENT AND MANUFACTURABLE PRODUCT."
- Leo Spierings / Adviseur & voormalig CEO / Spierings Mobile Cranes -

The mobile tower crane of Spierings
Mobile Cranes is almost too beautiful for
the heavy work it carries out. At Spiering,
they see it differently. It is exactly that
state of the art look that the company
wants to give to its cranes. The activities
of Phoenix 3D Metaal focus on a hybrid
crane (type SK487-AT3 City Boy) within
the range of Spierings. The type is unique
-and the ﬁrst of its kind.
Three birds with one stone
“We were looking for a supplier who could
produce the cabin enclosure and the engine
enclosure for our mobile crane. The ﬁrst
question for us was what material we
wanted to use. The ﬁnal weight (as low as
possible) and a cost-efﬁcient production
were the most important issues for us. In
the end, we came to Phoenix 3D Metaal and
chose the rubber pad forming technique
and steel as the material. This was the
strongest constructional material and for
Phoenix the basis for an optimally manufacturable product. We could press the panels
directly into the ﬁnal shape of the cabin and
engine compartment, including its structu-

ral function. At an earlier stage, we went
about things differently. We built the cabin
and then moulded plastic polyester sheeting around it to achieve the desired design.
Two production steps, quite labour-intensive and therefore expensive. An additional
advantage of the moulded self-supporting
panels: the interior space increases by
almost 10% in the width direction. This
improves the ergonomic aspect of the
operator/driver, especially during entry and
exit. Phoenix as a product kills three birds
with one stone.
During the preliminary phase, there was a
lot of consultation between Spierings and
Phoenix. “Together, we succeeded in
making the sheet material used thinner
and thinner while still maintaining its
strength. We started at 2 mm thickness
and are now at 1.2 mm. That seems a
minimal difference. But in total, it means
230 kg less weight for our mobile crane.
Essential and a great joint success.”

that proactively devises solutions during
the development phase, even if a ﬁrst
design has already been made. They are
certainly not too commercial in this
respect. They want the best for the
customer. Within Spierings’ we thought
that Phoenix 3D Metaal was a bit cautious
in the beginning. In the end, we understood where that caution came from.
They want to give solid advice with a
cost-efﬁcient and optimally manufacturable product as the end result. They look
for THE REQUEST behind THE REQUEST.
Reducing the ﬁnal weight is a great example of this. In short, the run-up to the
start of production is considerable. But
the result is worth it. Because once the
moulds are there, things happen very
quickly.”

Cautious in the beginning
“The collaboration is pleasant. It is a team
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